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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of fuzzy subsets was introduced by Zadeh [ 1 l] and fixed 
point theorems in the setting of fuzzy subsets under suitable hypotheses 
were obtained by Weiss [lo], Butnariu [3], and Heilpern [S]. Heilpern 
introduced the concept of approximate quantities and used it for proving a 
fuzzy analogue of the contraction principle for multimaps. We simplify 
Heilpern’s original proof and obtain the fuzzy analogues of the fixed point 
theorems due to Assad and Kirk [l], Browder [2], and Fan [6], besides 
the Markov-Kakutani theorem [8]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Nadler [7] proved the contraction principle for contractive mul- 
tifunctions mapping a complete metric space X into C%(X), the space of all 
nonempty closed and bounded subsets of X with the Hausdorff metric. 
Assad and Kirk [l] generalized Nadler’s theorem in the setting of com- 
plete convex metric spaces. 
THEOREM 2.1 [ 11. Let (X, d) be a complete convex metric space and K a 
nonempty closed subset of X. Let T: K -+ CB(X) be a multifunction such that 
H( TX, Ty) < crd(x, y) for all x, y E K for a fixed M E (0, l), where CB(X) is 
the space of all nonempty bounded and closed subsets of X with the 
Hausdorff metric H. If for each x E aK, T(x) G K, then T has a fixed point 
(i.e., a point x0 E K such that x0 E TX,). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A map T of a topological space X into 2 ’ (the set of 
all nonempty closed subsets of a topological space Y) is said to be upper 
semicontinuous if for all x0 E X and each neighbourhood W of TX, in Y, 
there exists a neighbourhood V of x0 in X such that x E V implies TX c W. 
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Fan [6] obtained the following generalization of Tychonoffs fixed point 
theorem for upper semicontinuous multimaps. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of a locally 
convex Hausdorff topological vector space E and T be an upper semicon- 
tinuous function of K into 2” such that TX is a nonempty closed convex sub- 
set of K for each x E K. Then there exists x0 E K such that x0 E TX,,. 
The following theorem is basic to the fixed point theory of multivalued 
mappings in topological vector spaces developed by Browder [Z]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a nonempty compact, convex subset of a 
separated topological vector space E (not necessarily locally convex). Let T 
be a mapping of K into 2K such that TX is a nonempty convex subset of K for 
each xEK. Supposefor each YEK, T-‘(y)={x:x~K, yeTx} is open in 
K. Then there exists x0 E K such that x0 E TX,. 
Using Fan’s theorem (Theorem 2.2), Browder [2] obtained the following 
interesting theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let K be a convex subset of the topological vector space 
E, K, a compact, convex subset of the locally convex topological vector space 
F, T and S two mappings of K into 2Kl, for which the following conditions 
hold: 
( 1) T is an upper semicontinuous mapping of K into 2 K1, and for each u 
of K, Tu is a closed convex nonempty subset of K,. 
(2) For each u in K, S(u) is an open subset of K, and S-‘(v) is a non- 
empty convex subset of Kfor each v in KI . Then there exists an element uO in 
K such that Tu, n Su, # @. 
The topological tools used in the proofs of the theorems due to Browder 
are Brouwer’s fixed point theorem and the theorem on the existence of a 
partition of unity subordinate to a finite open covering of a compact space. 
A simple proof of Fan’s theorem given by Terkelson [9] also makes use of 
the same tools. 
Let X be a nonempty set and F(X), the set of all fuzzy subsets on X (i.e., 
the collection of all functions mapping X into [0, 11). For the basic con- 
cepts about fuzzy subsets, Chang [4], Weiss [IO], and Zadeh [ 111 may be 
referred. It is known that the family of all lower semicontinuous functions 
on a topological space X into [O, l] forms a fuzzy topology for X (see 
Chang [4] for the definition of a fuzzy topology). So any lower semicon- 
tinuous function (upper semicontinuous function) of X into [0, l] is an 
open (closed) fuzzy subset of X. 
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DEFINITION 2.2 (see [ 10 and 111). A fuzzy subset A of a topological 
vector space X is compact (convex) if the level sets A, = {x E X: ,4(x) > a} 
is a compact (convex) subset of X for all c1 E (0, 11. 
Weiss [lo] obtained the following fuzzy analogue of Schauder’s fixed 
point theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose A is a nonempty compact convex fuzzy set in a 
locally convex Hausdorff linear topological space L. Let T be (1) a con- 
tinuous mapping of L into itselffor which TA G A; or alternatively (2) a con- 
tinuous mapping of Supp A into itself for which T(A/Supp A) E A/Supp A. 
Then there exists a point x E Supp A such that TX = x and Ax is the maximal 
grade in A. 
3. FIXED POINTS 
In this section we obtain the fuzzy analogues of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 
2.3 and these are proved by invoking the appropriate theorems for crisp 
sets. We introduce 
DEFINITION 3. I. Let X be a nonempty set and F,(X) be the family of 
fuzzy subsets of X given by {A E F(X): All the level sets of A are non- 
empty 1. 
The following is a fuzzy analogue of Nadler’s theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and 
T: X + F,(X) be a map such that all the level sets of TX are closed and boun- 
ded subsets of X for each XEX. Suppose H is the Hausdorff metric on 
CR(X) and H(T,(x), T,(y)) d qad(x, y) for all x, y E X and a E (0, 11, where 
q, E (0, 1) and T,(x) = {z E X: T(x)z > a}. Then there exists x0 E X such that 
{x0) E T(x,) (i.e., T has a fixed point in X). 
Proof The map x + T,(x) is a multivalued contraction mapping of X 
into CB(X) and so has a fixed point x,, in X by Nadler’s theorem. Clearly 
{xo} s Tbd. 
Remark 3.1. The above result subsumes Heilpern’s theorem [S] as 
Heilpern restricts T(x) to be an approximate quantity (i.e., a fuzzy subset A 
of a metric linear space such that the sets {x: A(x) 2 a} for all a > 0 and 
(x: are compact convex subsets of X and Sup, A(x) = 1). 
The theorem below is a fuzzy analogue of Theorem 2.1 due to Assad and 
Kirk. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, d) be a complete convex metric space and K, a 
nonempty closed subset qf X. Suppose T: K + F,(X) be a map such that 
(i) all the level sets of T(x) are closed and bounded subsets of X for 
each x E K; 
(ii) H( TJx), T,(y)) < qNd(x, y) for all x, y E K and a E (0, 11, where 
qa E (0, 1) and H and T,(z) are us in Proposition 3.1; 
(iii) for any xeC?JK, T,(x)c K. 
Then T has a fixed point (i.e., an element X,,E K such that {x0} G T(x,)). 
Proof The map x + T,(x) is a well-defined multifunction on K into 
CB(X) and satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and so has a fixed 
point x0 in K. Clearly {-x0} c T(x,), since T(.x,)xO = 1. 
The following definition is needed for the next theorem, a fuzzy analogue 
of Fan’s fixed point theorem. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A map Ton a topological space K into F,(K) is said to 
be upper semicontinuous if for each x0 E K and each neighbourhood A of 
T(x,) there exists a neighbourhood V of x,, in K such that T(V) c A (i.e., 
T(u) y 6 A(y) for all y E K and for all v E V). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of a locally 
convex Hausdorff topological vector space E and T be an upper semicon- 
tinuous function of K into F,(K). Iff or each x E K all the level sets of T(x) 
are closed and convex, then there exists x0 E K such that {x0} G T(x,). 
Proof The multimap S:K + 2K defined by S(X)= T,(x) = {YE K: 
T(x) y = 1 > is well defined and S(x) is a nonempty closed convex subset of 
K for each XE K. We show that S is also upper semicontinuous. Let x,, be 
in K and U be an open neighbourhood of T,(x,) in K. Define xc,: 
K- 10, 11 by 
X”(Z) = 
1 ZEU 
SuP”,Gu %%JY if zeK- U. 
Since the level sets of T(x) are all closed, T(x) is an upper semicontinuous 
function from X into [0, l] for each x in K. As K- U is compact, T(x,) 
therefore attains its supremum on K-U at some York- Ii. As 
y, E K- U, T(x,) y0 = sup, _ U T(x,) y # 1. Clearly X(,(Z) is a lower 
semicontinuous function and T(x,) c xU (since T(x,) y d xU y for all y E K). 
As T is upper semicontinuous, there exists a neighbourhood V of x0 in K 
such that T( V) G xr/, since xU is a member of the fuzzy topology containing 
T(x,). Now for UE V and z E T,(v) = S(v), T(v)z = 1 < xU(z). So x(,(z) = 1 
and thus z E U. Consequently S(V) = T,( V) c U and 5’ is upper semicon- 
409.‘124 2-20 
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tinuous. So by Fan’s theorem (Theorem 2.2) S has a fixed point x0 in K 
and clearly {x,} E T(q). 
The following theorem in the setting of a Hausdorff topological linear 
space (which is not necessarily locally convex) is a fuzzy analogue of 
Theorem 2.3 due to Browder. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of a 
Hausdorff topological vector space E and T: K -+ F,(K) be a map such that 
all the level sets of T(x) are convex. Suppose for each A E F,(K), T-‘(A) = 
(~EK: AET(~)} ts an open subset of K. Then there exists an x0 E K such 
that {x0) E T(x,). 
Proof The map S:K-+2K defined by S(X)=T,(X)={~EK: 
T(x) y = 1) takes each element of K into a nonempty convex subset of K. 
S’(~)=(XEK: T(x)y=l}=T~-‘(xi?)). As x(~)EF,(K), S’(y) is open 
in K by hypotheses. Hence by Theorem 2.3, there exists x0 E K with 
x0 E S(x,). Clearly {x0} G T(x,). 
The next theorem is the MarkovKakutani fixed point theorem for fuzzy 
sets. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let L be a nonempty compact convex fuzzy subset of a 
locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space E and .01 be a commuting 
,family of affine continuous functions such that TK c K ,for all TE &. Then 
there exists a common fixed point .for the maps qf .d in {x E E: K(x) > 0}, 
the support of K. 
Proof K being a nonempty fuzzy set, M= Sup, K(x) is positive. Let W 
be (xEE: K(x)=M). Clearly support of Kz W=nz, {xEE: K(x)3 
M - M/i}. Since K is compact and convex the sets {x E E: K(x) 3 M - M/i} 
are nonempty, compact and convex for all i > 2 and so W is a nonempty 
compact convex subset of E. For TE ~2 and x E W, M 2 K( TX) >, 
TK(Tx) = Sup,, Tmi(-l;i) K(y) > Kx = A4 in view of the fact that TK G K. So 
K( TX) = M. Thus TW c W for each TE ,QZ. Now .d is a commuting family 
of afftne continuous mappings of the nonempty compact convex crisp set 
W into itself. Hence by the Markov-Kakutani theorem (see [IS]) there 
exists a common fixed point for the mappings in d in W (and hence in the 
support of K). 
Finally we obtain a weak fuzzy analogue of Theorem 2.4, a coincidence 
theorem due to Browder. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let K be a convex subset of the topological vector space 
E, K, a compact convex subset of the locally convex topological vector space 
F, and T and S, two mappings of K into F,(K) for which the following con- 
ditions are satisfied: 
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(i) Every level set of T(x) for each x in K is a closed convex subset of 
K, and T is uppen semicontinuous. 
(ii) For each u E K, S(u) is an open subset of K, (i.e., S(u) is a lower 
semicontinuous function of K, into [0, 11) and for all z E K,{ y E K: 
S(y) > 0) is a nonempty convex subset of K. 
Then there exists u. E K such that T(u,) n S(u,) # @. 
Proof: Define T, : K + 2K’ b y T,(x)= { ycK,: T(x)y= l}. Clearly 
T,(x) is a nonempty closed convex subset of the compact convex set K,. 
Let U be an open neighbourhood of T,(x,) in K, and xU: K, -+ [0, l] be 
the map defined by 
X”(Z) = 
1 if ZEU 
sup.,&+ (, T(x,) y if ZE K, - U. 
Now T(x) is an upper semicontinuous function on K, into [0, l] in view of 
the assumption that all the level sets of T(x) are closed for all X. So 
xU(z) < 1 for z E K, - U. Further xL, is a lower semicontinuous function on 
K, with T(x,)z d xU(z) for all z E K,. Thus xU is an open neighbourhood of 
T(x,) and by the upper semicontinuity of T there is a neighbourhood V of 
x0 in K such that T( V)sxU. That is T(y)z< xU(z) for all ZE K, and YE V. 
So T( y)z= 1 implies that xJz)= 1. Thus T,(V) c U and T, is upper 
semicontinuous. For the map S, : K+2Kl defined by s,(x)={y~K,: 
S(x) y > 0}, S,(x) is an open subset of K, in view of the fact (ii). Also 
S,‘(y)= {zEK: y~S,(.z)}=jz~K: S(z)y>O} is a nonempty convex set 
for all y E K,. Hence all the conditions of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied. So 
there exists u0 E K such that T,(u,) n S,(u,) # 0. Let z0 E T,(uO) n S,(u,). 
Then T(u,)z, = 1 and S(u,)zo > 0. Consequently min{ T(uO)zO, 
S(u,)z,} > 0. That is T(u,) n S(u,) # 0. 
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